ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers
From: Linda Gonzalez
Date: September 6, 2007
Subject: Bid # 07-111, Barrier Netting and Seven Shade Structures for the Ascarate Golf Course Driving Range

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced Proposal.

1. Under netting Page 4, it states 1,858 as inches. Is it feet or inches? Please Clarify.
   The request is for 1,858” of 20’high netting.

2. Under the shade structure in order to meet 100mph the poles would have to be steel, not poles or is there an existing structure.
   There is no existing structure. We envision joined structures that create a significant shaded area. Please bid whatever materials meet the specifications.
   This area is known for high winds and any shade structure must be able to withstand significant wind forces.

3. It also states: the preferred shade structure is a joined structure with seven tops.
   Is this to be joined with another structure already there or will you need poles.
   If the structure is already there can we have a design or plans of the structure?
   The structure is freestanding so a support system is necessary. Again, we envision this as a joined structure with seven roofs.
4. We do not use Polyethylene netting. We use polyester netting 125 lbs breaking Strength which is fare superior and much stronger with 3/8 roper border using galvanized snaps. This is an acceptable substitution.

5. I would like to receive information on how to obtain a set of plans for this project. We do not have plans.

6. May we bid only on the seven shade structures? If so is this total price include installation? We prefer a bid with installation included.

7. Is there a drawing of the Seven Shade Structures to show what their shape is? We do not have any drawings. The preferred shape is joint hip canopy or equivalent.